For the big, the small and everything in between, Design Inc build effective websites for businesses who want to get the most from their online marketing.

Design Inc is an award-winning UK-based digital creative agency providing our clients with modern, forward thinking websites and eCommerce solutions.

We blend strategy, creativity & technology combining to improve the way a website works for our clients’ audience.

We have been building websites for 20 years. That is a long time for this media and, during that time, websites have changed dramatically. Not just in the build and functionality, but also in the way that the end user interacts with the website. By understanding how different browsers, viewing devices, competition, search engines, content management, security, etc can all affect the user experience, we can keep one step ahead of the competition.

The result: outstanding websites that work hard to attract relevant enquiries.

Whether you are looking for a good looking, hard working website to promote your services, sell your products or simply attract truly relevant enquiries, we can help. The following pages will provide an insight into some of our more recent work.
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ThruLife aviation spares through STAG Group

Design • Manufacture • Distribution • Services

STAG Group supports the aerospace and defence industries by providing aviation spares through innovative and effective design, manufacture,
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COMMitted to private and business clients
Company Name: Society for Underwater Technology
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EUROPE’S NUMBER ONE FIXED BASED OPERATION

T FARndonborough Airport has won many awards including the Number one European Fixed Based Operation (FBO) in various polls around the world. This is a true reflection of the quality of service we strive to provide at the airport.
Benefits of SIPs

From responsibly sourced wood to the manufacturing process and waste management, SIPs production is fully environmentally sustainable.

Prepared off site in a quality controlled factory environment, accuracy and precision are guaranteed to minimising on-site...
Company Name: SIP Tech Construction
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ELIT’AVIA. EXPECT EXTRAORDINARY.

Relieving the expectations of luxury, fractional aircraft charter and management to encompass the concept of tailored booking services. A private jet company that you can trust for the finest details of your journey.
Company Name: **SUBSEA UK**
Industry Sector: Subsea
URL: [www.subseauk.com](http://www.subseauk.com)
Website Type: eCommerce
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Forecasting

Evidence-based forecasting is an approach to forecasting that involves building frameworks that are based on:

- Facts rather than opinions
- Validated techniques not protected secrets or gateways
- Simple, transparent, and built on a foundation of data

Our evidence-based forecasting is contained in the book *Sales Forecasting for Pharmaceutical Sales* by Evidence-Based Approach consultant Gary Johnson. A number of years ago, evidence-based forecasting was unheard of. This book was the first to help pull together an evidence-based approach to forecasting in the pharmaceutical industry.

“Europe’s most respected pharma forecasting specialist consultancy.”

CEO for Executives

What can evidence-based insights do for you?

For decades, pharmaceutical companies have used the optimum sales forecasting models to predict the future of their products. These models are based on scalable, transparent logic that has been validated for use in the pharmaceutical industry.

If you are interested in how evidence-based insights are working for you, please contact us. We would be happy to discuss how we can help you.

Sales Forecasting for Pharmaceuticals

Gary Johnson

Contact Us

Inpharmation’s services are designed to fit flexibly with your specific requirements. For more information, please contact us.
Evidence-based insight for the pharmaceutical industry →

Leading pharma companies turn to Inpharmation when they want:
- 78% of customers refer to Inpharmation
- 67% of customers trust Inpharmation
- 64% of customers believe Inpharmation is an industry leader
- 75% of customers use Inpharmation

What can evidence-based insight do for you?
Inpharmation delivers actionable insights that drive business growth. Our data-driven solutions help companies make informed decisions and improve their bottom line.

79% reduction in pricing errors compared to additional pricing methodologies.
97% countries ranked in international reference pricing regulation databases.
75% reduction in push-demand forecasting error compared to simplistic approaches.
<5% demand research standard error with >30 respondents.

Europe’s most respected pharma marketing specialist consultancy.
It's opened up a whole new world...

We're a team of specialists offering weight loss solutions in comfortable, clean and confidential private hospitals in Surrey, Buckinghamshire and Berkshire.

Weight Loss Treatments
Company Name: Reduxion Clinics
Industry Sector: Healthcare
URL: www.reduxionclinics.com
Website Type: Services
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Connecting you with the best technical professionals in the field.
Company Name: One Great George Street
Industry Sector: Hospitality
URL: www.onegreatgeorgestreet.com
Website Type: Product Site
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Initial investors Touchstone Innovations and Norner Verdandi to develop the current technology for commercial applications. A further investment in 2013 by Jetstream Capital and Imperial Innovations has been used to scale up and commercialise the technology. Investment has continued into 2018 with the addition of Woodford Investment Management.

Econic Technologies moved its business operations to Alderley Park, Cheshire, in January 2017. This move will enable further scope for expansion and progression at all levels of the company.

Meet the Team

Technology

Get in Contact
Econic Technologies

Industry Sector: Technology
URL: www.econic-technologies.com
Website Type: Brochure
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Turning CO₂ waste into a benefit for business and our planet

We develop novel catalysts for polymerization and partner with existing manufacturers to help them scale their products using carbon dioxide (CO₂) as a key ingredient. Tracking back to a waste product that may otherwise have been released into the environment, CO₂ is being recycled into the CO₂ polymer.
Company Name: Aquasign
Industry Sector: Subsea
URL: www.aquasign.com
Website Type: Product
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Sheridan Maine is a leading independent financial and accountancy recruitment consultancy. Operating regionally across all sectors in the UK, we support clients ranging from SMEs through to major blue chip organisations.

The fundamental principles on which our business operates are integrity, professionalism and honesty. We believe in going the extra mile to deliver an outstanding service and take pride in the deep rooted relationships we have established with our clients.
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